Neural network and machine learning algorithms often have parameters that must be tuned for good pe$onname on a particular task. Leave-one-out cross-validation (LCV) accuracy is often used to measure the fitness of a set of parameter values. However, small changes in parameters often have no eflect on LCV accuracy. Many learning algorithms can measure the confidence of a classification decision, but often confidence alone is an inappropriate measure of fitness. This paper proposes a combined measure of Cross-Validation and Confidence (CVC) for obtaining a continuous measure of fitness for sets of parameters in learning algorithms. This paper also proposes the Refined Instance-Based (RIB) learning algorithm which illustrates the use of CVC in automated parameter tuning. Using CVC provides significant improvement in generalization accuracy on a collection of 31 clussification tasks when compared to using LCV.
Introduction
Inductive learning algorithms are typically presented with n training examples (instances) from a training set, T, during learning. In classification tasks each instance has an input vector x, and an output class c. After learning is complete, these systems can be presented with new input vectors for classification, many of which were not in the original training set. The algorithm must generalize from the training set to determine the most likely output classification for each input vectory.
Learning algorithms often have Parameters which affect how well they are able to generalize on a particular task. Section 2 explains how leave-one-out cross-validation (LCV) can be used to tune parameters, and shows why it is limited in some cases. Section 3 proposes a continuous measure of fitness using both confidence and crossvalidation (CVC). Section 4 proposes a distance-weighted R@imd Instance-Based (RIB) learning algorithm that can use either LCV or CVC to refine various parameters. Section 5 presents empirical results on 31 classification tasks showing statistically significant improvemnt of CVC over LCV in tuning parameters in RIB.
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Leave-one-out Cross-Validation (LCV)
One of the most popular methods of evaluating a set of parameter values is through the use of cross-validation [ 1, 2,3]. In cross-validation, the training set Tis divided into J partitions, Ti ... TJ, and the instances in each of the partitions are classified by the instances in the remaining partitions using the proposed parameter setting. The average accuracy of these J trials is used to estimate what the generalization accuracy would be if the parameter value was used. The parameter value that yields the highest estimated accuracy is then chosen. When more than one parameter needs to be tuned, the combined settings of all of the parameters can be measured using cross-validation in the same way.
When J is equal to the number of instances in T, the result is leave-one-out cross-validation (LCV), in which each instance i is classified by all of the instances in T except for i itself, so that almost all of the data is available for each classification attempt. LCV has been described as being desirable but computationally expensive [2]. However, in some situations it can be performed efficiently, as illustrated in Section 4.
One problem with using LCV to fine-tune parameters in a classification system is that it can yield only a fixed number of discrete accuracy estimates. For each instance i in T, the accuracy is 1 if the instance is classified correctly and 0 if it is misclassified. Thus the average LCV accuracy over all n instances in T is r / n, where r is the number classified correctly. Since r is an integer from 0 to n, there are only n + 1 accuracy values possible with this measure, and often two different sets of parameter values will yield the same accuracy because they will classify the same number of instances correctly. This makes it difficult to tell which parameter values are better than another. This problem occurs quite frequently in some systems and limits the extent to which LCV can be used to finetune many classifiers.
Confidence and Cross-Validation (CVC)
An alternative method for estimating generalization accuracy is to use the confidence with which each instance is classified. The average confidence over all n instances in the training set can then be used to estimate which set of parameter values will yield better generalization. The confidence for each instance i is where weightcorrect is the weight received for the correct class of instance i, and weightc is the weight received for class c. This weight might be the sum from a weighted voting scheme as in distance-weighted instance-based learning algorithms or radial basis function neural networks. When the weight (i.e., summed activation or weighted votes) for each class is a continuous value, then confidence can provide a continuous measure of fitness for parameter settings.
After learning is complete, the confidence can be used to indicate how confident the classifier is in its generalized output. In this case the confidence is the same as defined in Equation 1, except that weightcorrect is replaced with weightout, which is the amount of voting weight received by the class that is chosen to be the output class by the classifier. This is often equal to the maximum number of votes (or maximum sum of voting weights) received by any class, since the majority class is typically chosen as the output.
Average confidence has the attractive feature that it provides a continuously valued metric for evaluating a set of parameter values. However, it also has drawbacks that make it inappropriate for direct use in measuring parameter fitness in some learning algorithms. For example, in the Refined Znsmce-Based learning algorithm presented in Section 4, using confidence alone favors any parameter settings that give nearer neighbors more weight than further ones, even if doing so degrades accuracy.
The CVC accuracy cvci of a single instance i can also be computed as
where n is the number of instances in the training set; confi is as defined in Equation 1; and cv is 1 if instance i is classified correctly by its neighbors in T, or 0 otherwise.
Note that CVCT can also be obtained by averaging cvcj for all n instances in T.
This metric weights the cross-validation accuracy more heavily than the confidence by a factor of n. The LCV portion of CVC can be thought of as providing the whole part of the score, with codidence providing the fractional part. This metric gives LCV the ability to make decisions by itself unless multiple parameter settings are tied, in which case the confidence makes the decision.
CVC can be used with a variety of classification algorithms in which parameters need to be tuned, a measure of confidence for the correct class is available and leave-one-out cross-validation is not computationally prohibitive. Section 4 presents an instance-bused learning algorithm with automatically-tuned parameters to illustrate the use of CVC and to provide empirical data.
Instance-Based Learning
Instance-Based Learning (IBL) [4] is a paradigm of learning in which algorithms typically store some or all of the n available training examples (instances) from the training set T during learning. During generalization, these systems use a distance function to determine how close a new input vector y is to each stored instance and use the nearest instance or instances to predict the output class of y (i.e., to classifyy). Some of the earliest instancebased learning aleorithms are referred to as nearest LCV works fairly well in general but suffers from not neighbor tecG'lues[59 6]* being a continuous measure, while confidence is continuous but suffers from problems of its own when used alone as mentioned above. we therefore combine r + avgconf cvc, = including the value of k and the kernel shape for the distance weighting function. The distance-weighted voting allows decision boundaries to be fine-tuned with more precision than is allowed with simple majority voting.
RTB also uses a heterogeneous distance function described below in Section 4.1 that is appropriate for domains with nominal attributes, linear attributes, or both. Section 4.2 describes how distance-weighted voting is done in RIB, and Section 4.3 tells how parameters are automatically tuned in the system. The HVDM distance function is used to find distances in the RIB algorithm, which in turn are used to weight voting and thus influence confidence, as discussed below.
Heterogeneous Distance Function

Vote Weighting
Let y be the input vector to be classified and let nl ... nk be the k nearest neighbors of y in T. Let Dj be the distance from y to the jth neighbor using some distance function D (such as HVDM).
In the RIB algorithm, the voting weight of each of the k nearest neighbors depends on its distance from the input vector y . The weight is 1 when the distance is 0 and decreases as the distance grows larger. The way in which the weight decreases as the distance grows depends on which keml function is used. The kernel functions used in RIB are: majority, linear, gaussian, and exponential.
In majority voting, all k neighbors get an equal vote of 1.
With the other three kernels, the voting weight of a neighbor ni is 1 when the distance to ni is 0 and drops to the value of a parameter wk at a distance Dk, where Dk is the distance to the kth nearest neighbor.
Given wk and Dk, the amount of voting weight W j for the jth neighbor that is a distance Dj from the input vector for each kernel is given in Equations 7-10.
(a) Majority:
Note that the majority voting scheme does not require the wk parameter. Also note that if k = 1 or wk = 1, then all four of these schemes are equivalent. As Dk approaches 0, the weight in Equations 8-10 all approach 1. Therefore, if the distance Dk is equal to 0, then a weight of 1 is used for consistency and to avoid dividing by 0. These four kernels are illustrated in Figure 1 . When k > 1, this method can be more robust in the presence of changes in the system such as changing parameters or the removal of instances from the classifier.
RIB Learning Algorithm
Several parameters in have been mentioned in the above discussion without specifying how they are set.
Specifically, for a given classification task, RIB must set k, the number of neighbors that vote on the class of a new input vector; kernel, the kernel of the distance-weighted voting function; wk, the weight of the kth neighbor (except in majority voting); and uvgk, the flag determining whether to use Dk or 4.
These parameters are set as described in the remainder of this section. RIB begins by finding the first maxk nearest neighbors of every instance i, where maxk is the maximum value of k being considered. At that point, another iteration begins, in which a different parameter is chosen at random and the process is repeated until 10 attempts at tuning parameters does not improve the best CVC fitness found so far. In practice, only a few iterations are required to find good settings, after which improvements cease and the search soon terminates. The set of parameters that yield the best CVC fitness found at any point during the search are used by RIB for classification. The four parameters are tuned as follows.
1. Choosing k. To pick a value of k, all values from 2 to llzaxk (=30 in our experiments) are tried, and the one that results in maximum CVC fitness is chosen. Using the value k = 1 would make all of the other parameters irrelevant, thus preventing the system from tuning them, so only values 2 through 30 are used until all iterations are complete.
Choosing a kernel function. Picking a vote-weighting
kernel function proceeds in a similar manner. The kernel functions linear, gaussian, and exponential are tried, and the kernel that yields the highest CVC fitness is chosen. Using majoriry voting would make the parameters wk and avgk irrelevant, so this setting is not used until all iterations are complete. At that point, majority voting is tried with values of k from 1 to 30 to test both k = 1 and majority voting in general, to see if either can improve upon the tuned set of parameters.
3. Setting avgk. Selecting a value for the flag avgk consists of simply trying both settings, i.e., using Dk and D[ and seeing which yields higher CVC fitness.
Searching for wk.
Finding a value for wk is more complicated because it is a real-valued parameter. The search for a good value of wk begins by dividing the range 0..1 into ten subdivisions and trying all eleven endpoints of these divisions. For example, on the first pass, the values 0, -1, -2, ..., .9, and 1 .O are used. The value that yields the highest CVC fitness is chosen, and the range is narrowed to cover just one division on either side of the chosen value, with the constraint that the range cannot go outside of the range 0..1. For example, if .3 is chosen in the first round, then the new range is from .2 to .4. The process is repeated three times, at which point the effect on classification becomes negligible.
Pseudo-code for the parameter-finding portion of the learning algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . This routine assumes that the nearest mark neighbors of each instance T have been found and returns the parameters that yield the highest CVC fitness found during the search. Once these parameters have been found, the neighbor lists can be discarded, and only the raw instances and best parameters need to be retained for use during subsequent classification.
In Figure 2 , to ''try'' a parameter value means to set the parameter to that value, find the CVC fitness of the system, and, if the fitness is better than any seen so far, set bestCVC to this fitness, and remember the current set of parameter values in bestparams. 
Experimental Results
The Refined Instance-Based (RIB) learning algorithm was implemented and tested on 31 applications from the Machine Leaming Database Repository at the University of California, b i n e [12] . RIB was compared to a static instance-based learning algorithm that is identical to RIB except that it uses k = 3 and majority voting and thus does not fine-tune parameters. RIB was also compared to an otherwise identical algorithm that uses leave-one-out cross-validation (LCV) instead of CVC to decide on the various parameters. (Experiments were also run using confidence alone to decide on parameters, but as expected, values were almost always chosen that favored nearer neighbors, i.e., k = 1, wk = 0, and an exponential kernel. Results using confidence alone were thus worse than doing no parameter tuning at all, and are therefore not included here.)
For each dataset each algorithm was trained using 90% of the available data. The remaining 10% of the data was classified using the instances in T and the best parameter settings found during training. The average accuracy over 10 such trials (i.e., 10-fold cross-validation accuracy) is reported for each dataset in Table 1. RIB (using CVC) had the highest generalization accuracy in 18 out of these 31 datasets, LCV was highest in 10 datasets and the static majority-voting algorithm was highest in 7 cases. RIB was an average of over 1% higher than the static algorithm in generalization accuracy on these datasets. LCV fell almost exactly halfway between the static and RIB methods. All of these algorithms have substantially higher generalization accuracy than the basic nearest neighbor rule using a Euclidean distance function
VI].
In order to see if the average generalization accuracy for CVC was significantly higher than the others, a Wilcoxon signed ranks test [13] was used on the accuracy values listed in Table 1 . As shown at the bottom of Table 1 , CVC had a significantly higher average generalization accuracy on this set of classification tasks than both the static and LCV methods at a 99% confidence level or higher.
Conclusions
The RIB leaming algorithm combines the use of crossvalidation accuracy and confidence (CVC) to generate an evaluation function that returns real-valued differences in fitness in response to even small changes in parameters. It avoids the problem of frequent ties that occurs when using cross-validation alone. It also does not suffer from the strong bias towards heavily weighting nearer neighbors that occurs when using confidence alone.
In our experiments on a collection of 31 datasets, RIB was able to successfully use the new CVC evaluation method in conjunction with a distance-weighted voting scheme to improve average accuracy over a static majority-voting algorithm or a distance-weighted algorithm using only cross-validation to make decisions.
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